INDUSTRIAL CLEANING &
COMMERCIAL CLEANING EQUIPMENT

(http://www.kerrick.co.nz/)

SkyVac - Industrial 85 (Wet Dry)
The SkyVac Industrial 85 is one of our hottest sellers for a reason! It's a heavy duty gutter vac that allows you to
safely clean gutters, spouting and other hard to reach places with less hassle and better results. This clever
gutter vacuum equipment also improves safety and reduces costs by eliminating the need for ladders and cherry
pickers.
This SkyVac unit comes with an industrial, twin motor, wet dry vacuum that quickly eats away moss, leaves and
grass that can clog gutters, making it perfect for janitorial and contract cleaning work in domestic and
commercial properties. It also comes with ultra light carbon fibre poles (with 9m of reach), a CCTV inspection
camera and monitor, industrial tooling and heavy duty trolley that makes moving over stairs and rough ground
easy. Watch the demo video here (/video-demos/skyvac-whats-all-the-fuss-about/).

Part No.: VHKSVIND9
Usage rating:
FEATURES

9 metres of reach from the safety of the ground
Reduced OH&S risks

SPECIFICATIONS

Industrial wet and dry vacuum cleaner

Vacuum Type

Wet / Dry

Motor

2x 1300W, By-pass

Voltage

Single Phase, 230V 50Hz

Vacuum Airflow

6600l/m

Filter Type

Cartridge

Filtration Level

20-25 micron

Tank

78L

135° blue tool holder

Trolley

Tip trolley

180° blue tool holder

Castor Wheels

2

Convenient carry case for poles

Solid Wheels

2

Toolset size 44mm

Vacuum Hose Length

6m

Convenient tipping trolley, with locking front castor wheels
Lightweight carbon fibre poles reduce operator fatigue
Camera and monitor for accurate cleaning
Crevice tool, steel dirt breaker, tapered end tools
Daily end tool and long reach tools

EXTRAS

1.5m carbon fibre poles
Extra lengths of hose
Paper filter bags
1 YEAR COMMERCIAL WARRANTY NZ
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